
Digit-TL Datasheet 
The Digit is a battery powered temperature logging device, 

which collects data in a remote location, and stores it to 

internal memory. When finished, the data can be downloaded 

via the convenient USB connector. Each data point is 

associated with a time stamp, so you know when it was 

collected. 

Using the provided Otero software, starting, stopping, and 

downloading from the Digit-TL is simple and easy. Data is 

summarized in the program view screens, or can be exported 

to .csv for further analysis. Temperature can be viewed in °C or °F, 

and real-time data is visible when connected over USB. 

The Digit also supports field programmed firmware upgrades, just 

download the latest firmware file from the firmware page, and 

upgrade using the software package provided. 

  

Specifications 

General 

Memory 260,000 Readings 

Logging rate 10s, 30s, 1m, 10m, 30m, 1h, 6h 

Alarms 2x user-defined 

LED indicators Green, Red 

Battery life 3 Years @ 25°C and 1m logging rate 

Battery type 3V lithium, factory replaceable 

Software Free, Windows only 

Communication USB 

Real-time clock ±2 seconds per day 

Memory-Wrap No 

Single/Multi-Use Multi-use 

Conformal Coating Yes 

Operating Temperature -35°C to +85°C (-31°F to +185°F) 

Waterproof Enclosure Yes, IP68 

Unlike many battery powered loggers in its class, the Digit-TL does not require a special base to download 

stored data. Simply connect the Digit to an available USB port, and download stored information using the 

Otero software. Do not worry about handling the circuit board directly, it is protected by a thin film of 

conformal coating. The coating makes the Digit resistant to moisture, static discharges, and fingerprint oils. 

 

  

/support/firmware/digit
http://labjack.com/node/1209


Temperature 

Specification Min Typ. Max. Unit 

Temperature range -35(-31) 
 

 
+85(185) °C(°F) 

Temperature resolution 
 

 
0.067(0.12) 

 

 
°C(°F) 

Temperature accuracy at +25°C 
 

 
0.1(0.2) 0.3(0.5) °C(°F) 

Temperature accuracy from 0°C to +65°C 
 

 

 

 
0.5(0.9) °C(°F) 

Temperature accuracy from -35°C to +85°C 
 

 

 

 
1(1.8) °C(°F) 

The Digit uses a Texas Instruments TMP112 to record temperature. The 12-bit readings are buffered on the 

chip, and recorded to flash at every log event.  

 

Light 

Note that light readings will be stifled if the Digit-TL is inside of the enclosure. We are working to provide a 

clear plastic enclosure, but in the meantime it is advised to use a clear plastic baggy if light readings are 

important.  

Specification Min Typ. Max. Unit 

Light range 10 
 

 
12,000 lx 

Light resolution 
 

 
15% 

 

 
lx 

Light accuracy from 10 to 100 lux 
 

 
±50% ±300% lx 

Light accuracy from 100 to 12,000 lux 
 

 
±40% ±160% lx 

Light readings are taken using the green LED. Because it is not a calibrated measurement IC, the light 

readings are somewhat crude. It operates on the principle that incident light alters reverse leakage current in 

the LED. Reverse leakage current increases when ambient light increases. Although it is not intended for use 

as a calibrated light measurement tool, it still works well to indicate approximate light, such as if the Digit is 

indoors or outdoors, when sunrise occurred, if the refrigerator door is open etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples 

0.27-1 lux Full moon on a clear night 

3.4 lux Dark limit of civil twilight under a clear sky 

50-150 lux Family living room lights 

320-500 lux Office lighting 

400-800 lux Sunrise or sunset 

10,000-25,000 lux Full daylight 

Lux is logarithmic scale of illuminance (lumins/m
2
), which is why accuracy is specified in terms of 

percentages. For instance, if the illuminance is 20 lx, the Digit might measure 80 lx, and that would be 

within the specified accuracy. However, based on the chart above, you would still know that the lights are 

off, because even dim lights are over 100 lx. 

The best way to use the Digit-TL's light sensing ability is to place the Digit into the measurement 

environment, see what it is reporting for light, then use that information as a baseline for future 

measurements, or alarm thresholds.  

See the wiki page on lux for additional information. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lux 

LED Indicators 

When the Digit-TL is connected to a USB port, it will immediately signal if an alarm has been triggered. If 

any alarms have been triggered the red LED will illuminate. If user-alarms are not enabled, or no alarms 

have been triggered, the Green LED will illuminate.  

Green ON: No alarms triggered, or alarms are not enabled. 

Red ON: An alarm has been triggered. 

Green flashes: A system warning flag has been set. The green LED will also blink during active 

communication with a computer. 

Red flashes: An error occurred during logging. Check the configuration page in software to identify the 

source of the error. 

Logging Information 

Battery life 

Logging at a rate faster than 1reading per minute doesn't decrease battery life dramatically, but it does have 

a small impact. Also, if you are using the Digit in cold or hot temperatures, the battery life will be somewhat 

diminished.  

When the Digit is connected to a powered USB port, battery usage is suspended. Therefore, it is possible to 

prolong battery life by connecting the Digit to a 5V USB adapter, or USB hub when it's not being used. 

Another good method to prolong battery life is to disable all log items when the Digit is not in-use. When 

nothing is being logged, it stays in the lowest-power sleeping state. 

The battery is a 120mAh Panasonic BR-1632A, and can be found on DigiKey, part number P022. With a 

soldering tool it is possible to both replace the battery, or install a different battery.  

Note: If extreme harsh temperatures are expected to last for a long time, a custom battery can be installed to 

handle the conditions. Acceptable battery voltage range is 3.0V to 3.6V. Our top pick is a Tadiran TL-

5101/P, which will work continuously for more than 3 years at even the most harsh of conditions (-55C to 

+85C). The Digit shown below is stored inside our office refrigerator. 



 

Contact us at support@labjack.com if you would like to order a custom version. 

Memory  

Memory will not run out for at least 15 days, at a log interval of 10 seconds, while logging temperature, and 

light. The memory lasts much longer if you select fewer log items, and change the logging to happen less 

frequently. For example, if you log temperature and light once per minute, the memory will last for 90 days. 

Ex: 260,000(readings) / 2(log items) / 1(per minute) / 60(minutes) / 24(hours) = 90.277 days of memory 

Reference the table below to find how long it will take to use up memory space. 

 10s 30s 1m 10m 30m 1h 6h 

Temperature 30d 90d 181d 4.9yr 14.8yr 29.7yr 178yr 

Temperature, Light 15d 45d 90d 2.6yr 7.4yr 14.8yr 89yr 

When the Digit runs out of space to store new readings, it will not wrap-around and erase older data, it will 

simply not store new information. When the Digit reaches 262,144 stored readings, the very last data point is 

repeatedly overwritten. 

Alarm conditions 

Alarms are useful for applications where the data set is not important, as long as a specific threshold is not 

exceeded. There is no button on the Digit to check if an alarm occurred, so alarms can be checked by 

plugging it into a 5V adapter as shown in the image below. These adapters are in-expensive, and can be 

purchased through a number of retailers. 

  

The concept is that the "checking station" will have an outlet, with one of these small adapters. One need 

only plug the Digit in for a brief moment to check LEDs, and it can be placed back into the measurement 

environment. Also, only a single 5V adapter is required to check as many Digits as desired. 

mailto:support@labjack.com


A key in understanding alarms is to realize that the act of checking an alarm could actually cause the alarm 

to happen. Or, after configuring the alarm, what if it takes some time before the Digit reaches equilibrium 

with the measurement environment? Thankfully the Digit has three ways to account for these problems. 

1. Arm after time delay. Say it takes ~30 minutes to reach equilibrium with the measurement environment, 

and after this amount of time, you want to know if a specific threshold in temperature is exceeded. 

Configure the alarm arming condition for a pure time delay of 30 minutes. The alarm cannot be triggered 

until the 30 minutes have elapsed.  

 

2. Arm according to thresholds. If the amount of time to reach equilibrium is unknown, it is possible to 

delay arming until the Digit reaches a specific threshold condition. Once below/above the defined 

threshold(s), it will become armed, and the alarm will trigger if the threshold is exceeded. Threshold arming 

is particularly useful for refrigeration applications.  

 

3. Trigger delay. Just like a security system, the alarm cannot be triggered until it is armed. But then what if 

you want some time to check the LEDs, without concern for triggering the alarm? Also, what about 

environment noise? Will a single stray data point cause the alarms to trigger? An appropriate trigger delay is 

the answer for all of these problems. A trigger delay of 1 will trigger the alarm on the first alarm-causing 

data point. A trigger delay of 5 means that 5 consecutive alarm-causing data points must occur before the 

alarm is triggered. Use the trigger delay to account for environment noise, and give yourself time to check 

the LEDs, and return the Digit to the logging environment. 

Dimensions 

Enclosure: 60mm x 21mm (2.362" x 0.826") 

Circuit board: 40mm x 17mm x 9mm (1.57" x 0.67" x 0.35") 

 

You can see that the circuit board is close to the size of a USD Quarter. Slip it into a jacket pocket, or toss it 

in the glove box to monitor temperature on the go. The rubber o-ring provides a waterproof seal. Included 

with the aluminum enclosure are two extra o-rings that can be used as backup or spare seals. 

6 Month Outdoor Use-Case 

Back in January when we first started selling Digit-TL devices, someone decided to stow one outside 

partially under a rock to see how it'd hold up. Well after about 7 months, the results were collected, and you 

can see them below. The rock covered about half of it, so the discoloration on the enclosure is from the sun 

on the exposed half. 



   

   

Data 

Temperature data for Colorado from January to late July. 

   

Data was collected at a 10 minute interval, and only temperature was being logged. Each day is a small 

spike, and then within each day (can't be seen at this zoom level), it is possible to see when the sun passed 

from direct contact with the Digit, to only hitting the rock above (shaded).  

As the season changes from winter to summer, the average temperature increases, nothing too surprising, but 

it's always good to verify that the hardware is reliable, even in outdoor conditions. 

 


